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ABSTRACT 

A novel common-mode feedback (CMFB) strategy is used for low-voltage OP-AMP circuits. The threshold voltage 

change due to bulk signal is measure the output voltage using H SPICE simulation in 100nm technology. The parameters 

as average power, dc gain and input resistance are simulated by HSPICE. It is required to develop a new CMFB. When 

the amplifier output in OFF condition and is connected to power supply, the CMFB will be fast enough to settle the 

output CM level for desired value in a short while after switching ON the amplifier. The first condition of Zero power 

supply for their voltages needs some additional switches to disconnect the capacitors from output and results in signal-

dependent charge loss of capacitors. The loop created between output and internal nodes can set up some additional 

poles and zeros which turn can change the transfer function. On the other hand, the biasing constraints can limit the 

extra current imposed to the circuit to discharge the output. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fully differential Op-amp contains a differential input stage and a differential output stage. that's a electronic 

equipment has each 2 inputs this kind of op-amp is a balanced circuit, that is act as solid-state electrical 

device. differential op-amps area unit terribly helpful to create a completely differential signal path, that is 

employed in several superior circuits awfully sensible noise rejection in an exceedingly balanced circuit by 

trigonal manner. sometimes the positive and also the negative signal area unit stricken by the noise in order 

that the noise on every signal erases on the opposite hand once the negative signal is deducted from the 

positive signal in an exceedingly totally differential circuit. Most of the high performance ADCs let's say 

wants a differential signal and there area unit solely restricted ways in which to make a balanced circuit while 

not a completely differential electronic equipment as a result of there's continually performance price 

employing a electrical device or a special chip permitting single-differential conversion. The op-amp includes 

a common analog building block of CMFB. the  op-amp uses multiple stages to get high gain. The stages 

produce poles that cause the frequency response of the op-amp to possess a multiple-pole roll-off at higher 

frequencies. If the extra poles cause the section margin to be too little at the required operational frequency the 

op-amp will become unstable. In CMFB circuits op-amps area unit generally internally salaried to boost their 

closed-loop stability. the interior compensation network consists of a capacitance and electrical device sized to 

make a dominant pole within the op-amp's frequency response. This pole is placed at a frequency low enough 

to grant the op-amp response one pole roll-off, and so increasing section margin. However, AN undesirable 

facet impact of internal compensation is that it limits the speed of the op-amp. A typical style rule for CMFB 

circuits is that the op-amp unity-gain information measure (UGBW) ought to be 5 times larger than the clock 

frequency to permit correct subsidence behavior at intervals every clock section .as a result of the op-amp 

information measure is strained by its internal compensation, it follows that the most operational frequency 

for the CMFB circuit they're employed in is additionally strained. The target of this work is to explore the 

practicableness of the exchange internally salaried op-amps with a quicker gain block in SC circuits. specially, 

electrical converter amplifiers area unit analyzed for his or her suitableness as SC gain stages. a few sign willt 

trade-offs can occur once exchange op-amps with quicker, less complicated gain stages. First, the gain of 

those structures is below a typical op-amp, that is built with multiple gain stages to extend the gain. Second, 

rejection of common-mode errors (e.g., power offer noise, signal-dependent charge injection, and clock feed 
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through) is additionally reduced. Therefore, this thesis also will make a case for circuit and system style 

techniques to make amends for the trade-offs to realize performance acceptable for high-speed CMFB circuits. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Op-amp with CMFB market is growing once a year with a continuing annual rate, involving additional and 

additional interest in analysis and development. They have the potential to suit with a good kind of sensing 

and measuring issues like proximity detection, linear and rotary position encryption, as level detection, 

pressure measurements, and acceleration detection so on. Op-amp with CMFB area unit terribly immune to 

environmental factors, i.e. they will be unaffected by temperature and humidness. They additionally gift an 

honest hardiness to mechanical arrangement. Another positive feature of this type of sensors is their very little 

power consume, particularly necessary in moveable device. Furthermore the technology is often simply 

integrated in a very semiconductor substrate en- Suring an honest stability of the CMFB parameters.  

The most benefits of integration are: 

a) Improved sensitivity 

b) Temperature compensation 

c) Easier Analog to Digital conversion 

d) Batch fabrication for lower value 

All these characteristics make a case for the success of electrical phenomenon sensors and their giant presence 

in numerous commodity. However, the most limitation is depicted by the planning complexness of the device 

interface. A CMFB could be passive component that wants a vigorous circuit to get an signalling. The main 

focus of this thesis is to check and style such a circuit with differential read-out. Being AN analog block, this 

circuit plays a elementary role within the total system performances. 

 

 

Figure1.1: The op-amp with its differential read-out circuit 

 

First of all, the most goal for the system is to attain rock bottom overall noise with the best dimensionality. 

What is more, low power consumption and high power provide rejection quantitative relation (PSRR) are 

needed. This implementation has the potential to attain all the necessities. In fact, the signal is output-limited 

in amplitude, since the electronic equipment signaling is comparatively little. Hence, associate degree high 

dimensionality   is often achieved. Then, the electronic equipment consists of just one stage. this implies low 

power consumption and fewer noise supply.  
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2.1 DEVICE SIZING 

in the sizing step, the sizes of all gadgets, as transistors, resistors, capacitors, and biasing voltages and 

currents, are decided. Those parameters are known as the design parameters. Determining the values of the 

layout parameters is a complicated undertaking since the relation among the parameters and the resulting 

performance are nonlinear. To determine the preliminary device sizes simplified models aimed at hand-

calculation can be used. these are normally primarily based on approximations of the transistor characteristics 

that can range considerably from the real behavior . 

2.2 LAYOUT GENERATION 

Format era is another time consuming part in analog design. Right here, the gadgets are manually mapped 

onto a bodily implementation and interconnected. The device help available at this stage are, traditionally, 

primary module turbines, equipment for checking layout regulations, and the correctness of the interconnects. 

despite the fact that the scenario is barely higher than for the tool sizing, generating a full-custom circuit 

format is a tough project, at the same time as the goal, in most instances, is to make a dense layout, other 

components along with the impact of parasitic consequences on the very last circuit performance, matching 

conditions, and yield degradation have to be taken into consideration. To determine the format-caused overall 

performance-shift an extraction tool is used. Given the geometries of the format, the device extracts the 

parasitic of the circuit. to fulfil the overall performance specification, the clothier has to recall the degrading 

effects of those parasitic throughout the device sizing. as a result, greater layout margins ought to be brought. 

The layout goes with the flow on this device focus on transistor-degree layout of amplifiers implemented in 

CMOS generation .But the standards may be applied to other analog circuits and manner technology as 

properly. Our layout float has the subsequent homes- 

• Low Stage of Human Intervention 

• Decreased Need for Dressmaker Experience 

• Blunders Loose Design 

 • Decreased Average Design Time 

• Improved Circuit Performance 

• Accelerated Circuit Robustness 

• Multiplied Stage of Abstraction 

• Efficient Method Migration 

 

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

Discern suggests the complete schematic of the op-amp. Word that we have doubled the width of the 

MOSFETs within the output buffer. The brought loading from the CMFB averaging resistors will lower the 

open-loop advantage. To make amends for this reduction, the drive energy of the MOSFETs on the output of 

the op-amp was increased. The outputs cross at the best common-mode voltage. The benefit is reduced 

because of the loading via the resistors in the CMFB circuit (and so the advantage may be extended with the 

aid of increasing the values of the resistors within the CMFB circuit). But, we see a disturb with those 

simulation outcomes. The outputs are only swinging from (no longer from 0 to VDD as feasible with a push-

pull output level). Similarly, we are able to estimate the modern-day pulled from VDD for the op-amp in Fig. 

3 via counting the quantity of branches within the op-amp (noting that the output level counts twice due to the 

fact we've got doubled the widths of those gadgets). Such as the CMFB amplifier, there are 11 branches. If the 

unfairness present day through every section is and the cutting-edge pulled by the bias circuit is , then we 

might count on the op-amp to tug  (possibly even a bit much less because most of the MOSFETs are biased 

close to the triode area). 
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Fig 3 Complete schematic of op-amp with CMFB 

 

3.1GENERATION OF THE AMPLIFIED ERROR SIGNAL  

 For faster response, averaging of the output alerts to calculate the CM level, assessment with regard voltage, 

and amplification of the error signal need to be done in a single block referred to as average-mistakes 

amplifier. the principle disadvantage of this structure is the need for an extra block to specify the CM stage. 

using additional blocks can bring about more complex layout process as well as slowing the CMFB and 

degrading stability. the following equations hold for circuit proven within the determine Figure3 

Vout =(Kgm1 VIN –gm2a VIN1- -gm2b VIN2 )×ROUT 

VIN+  =VαCM,REF 

VIN1- = VαCM+VαDiff 

VIN- = VαCM - VαDiff 

VOUT=a× V αCM RE−b×VαCM+C×VαDiff               (1) 

VαCM and  VαDiff are the voltage levels proportional to the real CM level and AC amplitude of the output 

voltage respectively. Using Equation (1), considering non-linear effects of CMOS transistors and adjusting the 

aspect ratios for transistors, any value can be achieved for a and b coefficients and c equal to zero, VαDff term 

can be removed completely. 

3.2 FULLY DIFFERENTIAL CIRCUITS 

The principle of the CMFB method is to feel the output commonplace-mode signal factor and feed it lower 

back to a node within the circuit that has effect at the output commonplace-mode stage. right here, bad 

feedback is applied that effects in a suppression of the common-mode factor. in the literature, a large number 

of CMFBs has been offered for amplifiers. But, the CMFB requirements to reap acceptable performance of 

the general circuit are not actually stated. This is, qualitative statements along with: the DC gain and the 

bandwidth of the common-mode remarks loop should be massive have been discovered, however unique 
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numbers on how big those portions ought to be are not given. The goal of this bankruptcy is to version the 

distortion components in an amplifier with CMFB with expressions that may be utilized in laptop-aided 

equipment. Furthermore, we approximate the general expressions for a simple transits or level circuit to 

evaluate which terms which have maximum affect of the distortion acquired on the output. transfer functions 

are denoted byG1 . to separate between exclusive transfer functions a few indices are used.G1ij is the switch 

function from node i to node j Volt erra switch features within the Volt erra series are denoted G. right here, 

Gn,ijk,m is the Volt erra switch feature of order n from the inputs i, j, and k to the output node m. for example 

a Volt erra transfer characteristic of 2d order from input a and b to node d is denoted G2,an,d at the same time 

as a third-order switch feature from enter a, b, and c to node d is denotedG3,abc,d .For Volt erra transfer 

functions, a further index may be used to differ among  circuits. for example G,1d,dcl,, is the transfer function 

from the differential- mode enter to the differential-mode output for the amplifier with CMFB, i.e., for closed-

loop, at the same time as is the equal switch characteristic, `but for the amplifier without CMFB. on this 

bankruptcy, the amplifier with CMFB is happy with each common mode and differential-mode sinusoidal 

enter alerts. due to the nonlinearities inside the circuit, the output voltages will comprise a number of 

frequency additives. if you want to separate among those components, the following notation is used Vi,d. is 

the voltage in node i with recognize to the differential- mode input. right here, the Vi,d  voltage relies upon 

linearly on the enter sign.further, is the voltage in node i, but because of the not unusual-mode enter sign. 

furthermore, Vi,dd is the voltage aspect at node i, which corresponds to the squared differential-mode enter, 

and is the equal issue with respect to the product of the differential-mode and commonplace- mode input 

alerts. in addition,Vi,ddd is voltage thing in node i that corresponds to the cube of the differential-mode enter 

sign. similarly, when the notation Vi,n , , is used it refers back to the voltage in node i caused by the nth-order 

terms in the Volterra collection growth with appreciate to each inputs, i.e., Vi,1 =Vi,d +Vi,c . The voltage in 

node i, similar to the 0.33-order phrases in the Volterra collection expansion, is 

Vi,3 =Vi,ddd +Vi,dcc +Vi,ccc                (2) 

Whenever the notation Vi  is used, the total voltage in node i is considered. Hence, it includes the linear as 

well as the distortion components in the node.  

3.3 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS 

on this segment, the transfer capabilities of amplifiers are mentioned. Amplifiers can be divided into 

unmarried-ended and completely differential circuits. The distinction of these circuits is the wide variety of 

output terminals as proven in Fig.  those circuits are characterized by the common-mode and differentia mode 

transfer capabilities rather than the switch capabilities from the superb (Vinp) and bad (Vinn) input terminals 

to the output. The differential mode (Vind) and common-mode (Vinc) enter indicators are given by way of  

Vind = Vinp -Vinn 

Vinc = ½(Vinp+Vinn)                    (3)  

 we always assume a sinusoidal input signal. The output voltage of a single-ended amplifier is described by 

the frequency response 

Vout,1 =Hdd vind,1 +Hc,d vinc,1           (4) 

Where Hdd and Hc,d are the differential-mode and common-mode transfer functions, respectively. In 

operational amplifiers, the differential-mode gain is much larger than the common-mode gain. Ideally,Hd,d  is 

large while the other transfer functions are zero. In a real circuit, mismatch between nominally identical 

devices results in that Hd,c and Hc,d   are nonzero, but still small Hc,c. is also small due to the properties of the 

input stage of the amplifier. 

3.4 EVEN-ORDER DISTORTION TERMS IN FULLY DIFFERENTIAL CIRCUITS 

in this section, the homes of the differential-mode-to-differential-mode switch features are evaluated in a fully 

balanced circuit shape. For a totally balanced structure, the differential-mode signals may be expressed as 

shown in Fig.  In this case, the versions inside the enter signal  to the tremendous input node is equal to minus 

the variation in the bad node. further- greater, the Volterra transfer function from the high-quality enter node 
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to the bad output node equals that of the switch functions from the terrible enter to the high-quality output 

node. The differential-mode output sign is the distinction between the output nodes. 

For this nonlinear system, the signals at the positive (ya ) and negative (yb ) output nodes are 

 𝑦𝑎 =
1

2    
 𝑉𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑑, 𝑑∞

𝑛=1                    (5) 

And 

   𝑦𝑏 = −
1

2    
  Gn (−Vind, d)n∞

𝑛=1        (6) 

  The differential-mode output signal Voutd =ya -yb               (7) 

                     

therefore, the even-order distortion terms for the differential-mode-to-differential- mode switch function are 

cancelled in absolutely differential circuits. that is the primary purpose why absolutely differential circuits are 

used. but, for the commonplace-mode-to-differential-mode transfer feature, even-order distortion is not 

cancelled. further, even-order distortion terms due to the commonplace mode and differential-mode enter 

alerts may be discovered on the common mode and output sign. 

3.5 PRIOR WORK OF CMFB AND FULLY DIFFERENTIAL CIRCUITS 

Differential amplifiers have been analyzed their linear and nonlinear performance. however, most techniques 

version the differential- mode behavior and forget the affect of the CMFB. As evaluation of differential-mode 

comments in absolutely differential amplifiers changed into carried out in and nonlinear performance 

evaluation. In a linear model for the CMFB ,two CMFBs are analyzed with recognize to their layout 

parameters. The offered effects indicate a way to alternate the DC advantage, bandwidth, and dynamic range 

of the analyzed CMFBs in phrases of the small-sign parameters. a selected amplifier, pseudo differential 

amplifier, with CMFB has been analyzed from a big-sign attitude inside the trouble is addressed using a 

simplified tool version. This has been finished the use of a Taylor collection growth that means that the 

nonlinearities are modeled without reminiscence. for this reason, the frequency behavior of the CMFB is left 

out in the evaluation. In a general description of the linear traits of a common mode remarks circuit is given. 

Right here, the amplifier is modeled as a 3 input terminal tool with the differential-mode, Vind, 

commonplace-mode,Vinc , and an input node wherein the CMFB sign is applied,Vs . The CMFB is a input 

terminal tool. The principle of the amplifier with CMFB is proven. The output signals, Voutd,1  and Voutc,1, 

are defined via the transfer features 

 

i.e.   Hs,c .Hc,s ≫ Hs,d. Hd,s                     (8) 

the differential-mode-to-differential-mode and the commonplace-mode-to-differential- mode switch 

capabilities in the circuit with CMFB are best marginally stricken by the CMFB. The corresponding 

differential-mode-to-commonplace mode and commonplace-mode-to-commonplace-mode switch functions 

are decreased by way of the loop advantage of the commonplace-mode loop. The relation in (nine) is met for a 

well designed circuit for the reason that precept of the CMFB is to suppress versions in the manage signal 

resulting from the differential enter sign, i.e.,Hc,s ≫ Hd,s  and the Vs  signal ought to ideally most effective 

impact the not unusual-mode output signal and not the differential-mode output sign, i.e., Hs,c  ≫ .Hs,d. 

furthermore, so long as Hs,d .Hc,s  ≪ Hs,c .Hc,s               (9) 
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each the CMRR and the noise generated in the amplifier with CMFB are approximately identical to that of the 

amplifier without CMFB. The distortion components were analyzed using a single memory less nonlinearity 

within the CMFB. on this evaluation, a differential-mode remarks turned into also delivered. The outcome of 

the evaluation was an expression of the second one and 0.33-order harmonic distortion because of the CMFB. 

In  some overall performance requirements of the CMFB had been additionally discussed. It became said that 

the DC advantage of the CMFB stabilization loop ought to be as big as possible, at the same time as its 

bandwidth need to be as a minimum as excessive because the differential-mode bandwidth. Our evaluation 

does, but, not completely assist this assertion.3.3Modeling of the amplifier including CMFB in this segment, 

the model for a totally differential amplifier with CMFB is discussed. right here, the overall version of the 

amplifier is decomposed into two parts, as is shown in Fig. 6.three, which can be used to model the amplifier 

and the CMFB, respectively. 

3.6 VOLT ERRA SERIES 

  due to the fact, the Volt erra series is a series growth, the accuracy of the model depends on the range of 

terms  used inside the enlargement. here, it's far assumed that the circuit is weakly nonlinear for affordable 

input signal   amplitudes. by way of weakly nonlinear we suggest that the circuit may be accurately described 

with the aid of the primary 3 terms in the Volt erra series. Subsequently, the impact of better or darters at the 

distortion is negligible. A Volt erra collection description of a single-enter unmarried-output nonlinear 

machine is a sum of its Volt err collection switch features as shown in Fig. 3 four. hence, we will use a 

particular version for each order of the distortion phrases. here, this reality is used and the fashions are divided 

into factors in phrases of the primary-, 2d-, and 1/3-order Volt erra switch features. The output from the 

machine is the sum of the output of every time period inside the Volt erra enlargement. In Fig. 3(a), a 

nonlinear circuit with  inputs ,X and Z, is proven. Its Volt erra series enlargement that consists of three terms 

is shown in Fig. (b). the outline can also be divided into the elements that depend of every input sign. for 

instance, the second-order phrases in the Volt erra expansion may be 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 3. (a) A two input nonlinear circuit. (b) A single Volterra series description of a two input single-output 

system. (c) A decomposition of second order Volterra transfer functions. Divided into components that 

depend on , , and , as is shown in Fig. (c). this decomposition eases the interpretation of the obtained results 

and it facilitates the presentation of the material. In the remains of this section, the model of the amplifier and 

the CMFB is discussed. The Volterra transfer functions are frequency dependent, but the indication of their 

frequency dependence is here dropped for convenience. 

3.7 VOLTERRA SERIES DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION 

on the way to validate the version, the transfer features inside the Volterra series descriptions must be 

computed for the differential-mode benefit degree and the CMFB. This will be executed through along with 

nonlinear current supply inside the small-sign version of the devices and solving for the output voltages 

However, the values of the nonlinear current source, i.e., the nonlinearity coefficients of the devices, are 

computed directly using the circuit simulator. These nonlinearity coefficients, e.g., 

(11) 

are derivatives of the drain current with respect to VGS ,VDS , and VBS , respectively. Here, these coefficients 

are computed by using the forward difference method. The computed Volterra transfer functions for the 

amplifier without the CMFB are compared with the output spectrum from the circuit simulator. For input 

signal amplitudes, when no clipping occur, excellent agreement between the Volterra series description of the 

amplifier without the CMFB circuit and the frequency spectrum reported by the Spectre™ simulator is 

obtained. However, in the spectrum obtain using Spectre™, frequency components with small amplitudes 

other than that  are present. These components are not modelled using a third-order Valera series expansion. 

However, higher-order Valera series transfer functions could be used for describing these frequency 

components. 

3.8 SIMULATION 

The effects of the HPICE simulation the usage of a 100nm era and VDD=zero.9V is furnished which confirms 

the predicted accuracy and velocity of the CMFB circuitry.  The ones of the authentic 123odeling and 

simulation of op-amp with CMFB 100 nm. Where applicable, those outcomes are also compared with the 

appropriate single-pole low-skip switch feature. Fig shows the AC reaction of the designed filter together with 

the original clear out and the unmarried pole low-pass switch function. In the final schematic stage design, the 

collection remarks resistor Rfb is designed to be as opposed to due to the fact it is anticipated that inside the 

layout of the circuit the cord lines will upload greater series resistance in order to degrade the circuit 

performance in the lower stop-band frequencies. The change-off is that the schematic stage simulation 

consists of the massive bump in response around 100 nm. The consequence of this bump is improved input 

resistance and lost rejection at high frequencies. It does not extensively affect stability or temporary response. 

3.9 MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF OP-AMP WITH CMFB AT 0.9V USING  

 a) Ac analysis 

 

Fig 3.1 Current phase vdd and vin 
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B. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

 

             Fig 3.2 Current  Vdd and  Vin 

3.10 DESIGN APPROACHES BASED ON PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

The comparison of the above discussed design approaches is presented in the table given below which are 

based on simulation results. 

Table5.5.1:-Design parameter of OP-AMP with CMFB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

effects display that the modelling and simulation of op-amp with not unusual mode feed lower back with 

frequency reaction reduces the gain, however produces the exceptional benefit bandwidth product. The small 

fee requirement of CMOS 0p-amp with CMFB makes it suitable for circuit design where low capacitive load 

had to pressure. A higher and normally used implementation is carried out by using setting the frequency 

response inside the differential stage, In collection with the supply coupled pair. Circuit design in this way 

reduces the complexity of the circuit, enhance the both low frequency PSRR and advantage, and the power 

dissipation stays less, evaluate to the CMOS approach 

Table 5.1.2:- Variation of following parameters at different voltage 

while we are making use of one-of-a-kind deliver voltage (VDD) than measure of parameters is affected. 

effects show that the Operational-amplifier with commonplace mode feed again with frequency response 

S.No.             Parameter Value 

1 Total voltage source power dissipation 417.9693µW 

2 Input resistance 1.2338GΩ 

3 DC gain 5.6000E+02dB 

4 Average power 4.1797E-04ΩW 

S.No Parameters VDD=0.9V VDD=1V VDD=1.2V VDD=1.4V 

1 Total voltage source 

power dissipation 

1.5196µW 1.5507µW 1.6081µW 1.6656µW 

2 Input Resistance 1.2338GΩ 1.7152GΩ 2.7958GΩ 3.1616GΩ 

3 Average Power   in µW 4.1797E-04 4.7813E-04 5.8194E-04 6.8033E-04 
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reduces the advantage, but increasing common strength. The small cost requirement of CMOS op-amp with 

CMFB makes it suitable for circuit layout where low capacitive load had to power. A higher and typically 

used implementation is achieved by way of setting the frequency response within the differential stage, In 

collection with the supply coupled pair. Circuit design in this way reduces the complexity of the circuit, 

improve the each low frequency PSRR and benefit, a DC gain could be very effectible and the strength 

dissipation stays excessive, evaluate to the CMOS method. it is the supply voltage zero.9v is better overall 

performance of the CMOS CMFB the usage of 100nm era. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

a novel  low-voltage op-amp with CMFB method for fully differential reset-op-amp circuits has been 

proposed. In assessment to controlling the output CM level as in traditional CMFB circuits, the brand new 

method utilizes an inherent not unusual-mode voltage detector that is shaped through the differential pair of 

the primary op-amp to stabilize the digital ground CM voltage, and therefore controlling the output CM 

voltage through the external SC-network. As such, it may be hired in reset-op-amp circuits without the usual 

floating switches design problems. Simulation DC gain is enough, strength dissipation could be very low and 

additionally very high speed so use can use provide gadgets more than one application. This paper explains 

the modelling and simulation OP-AMP with CMFB for key parameters display that we can implement this 

device for a regular application. Amplifier additionally the energy dissipation is to small which gives 

possibility for this device in low energy VLSI layout it is have a look at from the desk no.1 that the average 

energy is sufficient to cover the choice band of high frequency software .this paper opens the door for in 

addition designing and innovation in low energy high velocity tool inside the current electronics. 
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